AESS Heavy Duty Auto Engine Start & Stop Starter

This Starter is offered in both 32Volt and 64Volt, and has been field tested in Class I’s, Regionals and Short Line Railroads.

Benefits
- Modified Single Brushholder Design
- Special Oversized Heavy Duty Brush replaces OEM 2 brush per box design
- Modified Heavy Duty Solenoid
- Modified Armature with increased Amperage Capacity and Heat Transfer

Part Numbers
E1990333AESS                32V AESS
E1990333AESS-UX                  32V AESS
E40069492AESS                      32V SD70 Ser.
E1993740AESS                64V AESS
E8428605AESS-UX                  64V AESS

Enhanced PowerRail Designed Starter Shield

E8387359
Original OEM design leaves Solenoid and Solenoid Boot exposed to oil, water, and other liquids.

E8387359PRD
NEW PRD design fully covers Solenoid and Solenoid Boot, restricting contamination from oil, water, and other liquids.